
Top 5 Reasons We Need
a Paycheck Protection Law
Here are five reasons why the issue needs to be addressed at the state level, 
rather than at each of Pennsylvania’s 4,897 distinct local governments, many 
of whom have multiple labor contracts with different unions.

1. Taxpayer resources should never be used for parTisan poliTics.

The vast majority of voters—even the vast majority of union households—believe it is wrong to use public 
resources to collect union dues and campaign contributions. regardless of whether contracts are negotiated 
locally, public resources should never be used for political purposes. union contracts should not be able to 
mandate a practice that ought to be illegal and is in many other states.

2. collecTion of poliTical money creaTes a conflicT of inTeresT and The
  possibiliTy for corrupTion in The negoTiaTion process.

elected officials negotiate with local unions to collect dues—which can be used for lobbying and political 
activity—and political action committee (pac) contributions via public payroll systems. This creates the potential 
for corruption, or at least the appearance of corruption, as union executives turn around and make campaign 
contributions to the very officials they negotiated with. 

The largest government union pacs in pennsylvania contributed $4 million directly to candidates during the 2011-
12 elections. This is what we call the “political power cycle”.

3. local governmenT officials are even asking for paycheck
  proTecTion To avoid This conflicT of inTeresT. 

at least 8 counties have passed resolutions endorsing paycheck protection legislation. as christian leinbach, a 
county commissioner in berks county and chairman of the board of the county commissioners association of 
pennsylvania (ccap) notes:

“As county commissioner, I’m involved in negotiating with government unions when contracts expire. If these 
unions chose to support my campaign, I would essentially be negotiating the use of county resources to collect 
money that would then be given right back to me.”

4. unions have enormous leverage in negoTiaTions, i.e., The power To sTrike.

government unions—except for public safety—may go on strike to ensure that automatic deduction and collection 
of their dues and campaign money is included in labor contracts. This gives them immense power over local and 
state officials—the power to shut down schools and local services.

Take afscme as one example. afscme represents the lion’s share of state workers. afscme’s contract with 
the state requires the government to collect both political membership dues and pac money from worker’s 
paychecks. if state officials refuse to agree to these terms, afscme could go on strike. That is, afscme could 
effectively shut down state government to force taxpayers to collect their campaign contributions.

5. arbiTraTion rulings can overTurn collecTive bargaining negoTiaTions
 and force dues collecTion back inTo conTracTs, even when local officials 
 don’T wanT iT included.


